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Russia's Top Guns
A close up of the Dassault Mirage F1, including every detail of the fuselage, cockpit, wings, landing
gear, engine, vertical tail and more. Action photos of French, Spanish, Iraqi and other Mirage F1s.
Includes 10 pages of cockpit photos and many maintenance photos. Also includes photos of the Mirage F1s
currently operated by Draken International in the USA.

Conventional Prompt Global Strike (PGS) and Long-Range Ballistic Missiles (BM)
Analyse af fire nationers - Finland, Norge, Sovjetunionen og Sverige - luftforsvar i bred forstand, dvs.
flyvevåben og luftværnsartilleri. Analysen dækker perioden fra 1920'erne til idag, og giver i sin
konklusion et bud på den fremtidige udvikling.

Dassault Mirage III/5
This is a comprehensive look at the current mix of Russian military aircraft, to include the Tupolev PAK
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DA stealth bomber and the Sukhoi Su-57 (Felon).

A MiG-15 to Freedom
A close up of the Eurofighter Typhoon, in never before seen detail, including the air intake, fuselage,
internal gun, engines and engine bay, cockpit of both single seat and two-seat version. Great detail
photos of the Martin-Baker Mk.16a ejection seat. Includes 12 pages of maintenance and a lot of action!

Soviet Air Defence Aviation 1945-1991
“A good look at the MiG-25 recce birdsDefinitely recommended!”—Cybermodeler “Spy in the Sky” matters
have long been a source of fascination for aircraft enthusiasts, historians, and modelers, and none more
so than the elusive and secretive Soviet types of the Cold War era. Here, Yefim Gordon presents a range
of such types, in a collection of photographs, profiles, and line drawings together with supplementary
text detailing the history of each craft, encompassing the various developmental milestones, successes,
and pitfalls experienced along the way. The Soviet Union’s two dedicated spyplane types, the Yakovlev
Yak-25RV “Mandrake” (the Soviet equivalent of the Lockheed U-2) and the MiG-25R “Foxbat” are profiled,
supplemented by details garnered from a host of original sources. Well-illustrated histories and
structural analyses are set alongside detailed descriptions of the various plastic scale model kits that
have been released, along with commentary concerning their accuracy and available modifications and
decals. With an unparalleled level of visual information—paint schemes, models, line drawings and
photographs—it is simply the best reference for any model-maker setting out to build a variant of this
iconic craft.

Firefox Down
Lockheed Blackbird
This manual is primarily a ready reference to assist the ground observer in aircraft recognition and
identification. It provides information on current operational aircraft of the United States and foreign
countries, which may be observed worldwide in the combat area. It can be used as source material for
personnel conducting unit training in visual aircraft recognition. The procedures in this publication
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apply throughout the US Army. The data is based on the best information available at the time of
publication; however, it is not all-inclusive because of some classification guidelines. This
publication, by nature, has a built-in time lag, and some aircraft may still be under development or
classified at the time of writing, but may be fielded or unclassified at, or after, publication.

Flight International World Aircraft and Systems Directory
A close up of all the Lockheed-Martin F-16 variants in service today, from the MLU up till the LockheedMartin F-16 E/F block 60, in service with 23 different countries! This book contains with over 330
photographs in 108 pages

Visual Aircraft Recognition
The MiG-31 started life as an advanced derivative of the famous MiG-25P interceptor, becoming the first
Soviet fourth-generation combat aircraft. First flown in 1975, it differed from its progenitor primarily
in having a crew of two (pilot and weapons systems operator), a highly capable passive phased-array
radar _ a world first _ and new R-33 long-range missiles as its primary armament. The maximum speed was
an impressive Mach 2.82, the cruising speed being Mach 2.35. The type entered service in 1981; more than
500 copies were built between 1981 and 1994. The powerful radar and other avionics allowed the MiG-31 to
operate as a 'mini-AWACS' scanning the airspace and guiding other interceptors to their targets; a
flight of three such aircraft in line abreast formation could cover a strip 800 km (500 miles) wide. To
this day the MiG-31 remains one of the key air defence assets of the Russian Air Force. The book
describes the MiG-31's developmental history, including upgrade programmes, and features a full and
comprehensive survey of the various MiG-31 model-making kits currently available on the market.

Jane's All the World's Aircraft
Contents: (1) Intro.; (2) Background: Rationale for the PGS Mission; PGS and the U.S. Strategic Command;
Potential Targets for the PGS Mission; Conventional BM and the PGS Mission; (3) Plans and Programs: Navy
Programs: Reentry Vehicle Research; Conventional Trident Modification; Sub.-Launched Intermediate-Range
BM; Air Force Programs: The FALCON Study; Reentry Vehicle Research and Warhead Options; Missile Options;
Defense-Wide Conventional PGS: The Conventional Strike Missile; Hypersonic Test Vehicle; Army Advanced
Hypersonic Weapon; ArcLight; (4) Issues for Congress: Assessing the Rationale for CPGS; Reviewing the
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Alternatives; Arms Control Issues. A print on demand report.

The Vital Guide to Military Aircraft
Early MiG Fighters in Action
Provides informatoin on the design, development, versions, weaponry, and service of the Russian MIG-31
jet fighter plane.

MiG-25 Foxbat and MiG-31 Foxhound
At the height of the Cold War in 1964, President Johnson announced a new aircraft dedicated to strategic
reconnaissance. The Lockheed SR-71 Blackbird spy plane flew more than three-and-a-half times the speed
of sound, so fast that no other aircraft could catch it. Above 80,000 feet, its pilots had to wear fullpressure flight suits similar to what was used aboard the space shuttle. Developed by the renowned
Lockheed Skunk Works, the SR-71 was an awesome aircraft in every respect, and it took the world by
storm. The SR-71 was in service with the U.S. Air Force from 1964 to 1998, when it was withdrawn from
use, superseded by satellite technology. Twelve of the thirty-two aircraft were destroyed in accidents,
but none were ever lost to enemy action. Throughout its thirty-four-year career, the SR-71 was the
world’s fastest and highest-flying operational manned aircraft. It set world records for altitude and
speed: an absolute altitude record of 85,069 feet on July 28, 1974, and an absolute speed record of
2,193.2 miles per hour on the same day. On September 1, 1974, it set a speed and time record over a
recognized course between New York and London (3,508 miles) of 1,435.587 miles per hour and an elapsed
time of 1 hour, 54 minutes, 56.4 seconds. SR-71 covers every aspect of the SR-71’s development,
manufacture, modification, and active service from the insider’s perspective of one its pilots and is
lavishly illustrated with more than 200 photos.

Lockheed-Martin F-16
On September 21, 1953, U.S. airmen at Kimpo Air Base near Seoul, Korea, were startled to see landing a
MiG-15, the most advanced Soviet-built fighter plane of the era, piloted by Senior Lieutenant No KumSok, a 21-year-old North Korean Air Force officer. Once he landed, Lieutenant No found that his mother
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had escaped to the South two years earlier, and they were soon reunited. At his request, No came to the
United States and became a U.S. citizen. His story provides a unique insight into how North Korea
conducted the Korean War and how he came to the decision to leave his homeland.

The Sukhoi Su-27
Designed as a mass-produced and relatively cheap light tactical fighter, the MiG-29 first flew on
October 6, 1977. After extensive flight testing, it entered production in 1982 and deliveries to the
Soviet Air Force began in 1983. In addition to its main counter-air role, the aircraft had a useful airto-ground capability, carrying free-fall bombs and unguided rockets. From the outset the MiG-29 had been
steadily developed beyond the fourth generation with changes to the airframe, avionics and weapons
systems and new variants were produced in the early 2000s. The MiG-29 known as the Fulcrum in the west,
became both one of the Soviet Air Force's main fighter types and a successful Soviet export with nearly
a third of the 1,500 first-generation Fulcrums built up to 1996 being exported. It saw service with 25
nations around the globe. Apart from the (former) Warsaw Pact nations, notable customers include India,
Malaysia, Iraq, Yemen, Eritrea, Cuba and Peru. This revised and expanded editionof the definitive
history of the aircraft charts in detail the MiG-29's evolution from the earliest design studies to the
latest multi-role versions. It includes an enormous amount of new information, a listing of known
operators and production lists together with a magnificent collection of previously unpublished photos.

Bae Harrier Gr7/Gr9 & Boeing Av-8b Harrier II Plus
This detailed, illustrated look at the Russian Sukhoi Su-27 fighter aircraft features complete
discussions of its design, construction, and operational use, as well as all technical systems and
weapons. Developed in the 1970s as a match for the American F-15 "Eagle," the aircraft remains one of
the most important fighters in the current Russian arsenal, and has formed the basis for many variants
including the Su-30, Su-34, and Su-35. Though larger than Russia's famed MiG-29, it is extremely
maneuverable and considerably more powerful. The Su-27 can also fly at extremely high angles of
attack--an ability it is fond of demonstrating at airshows, along with its legendary "Cobra" maneuver.
The Su-27 remains in production, and nearly a dozen countries--including China, India, and
Vietnam--currently operate this high-performance aircraft. The book is superbly illustrated with more
than 210 color images, and includes more than thirty color aircraft profiles displaying color schemes.
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Sukhoi Su-27 & 30/33/34/35: Famous Russian Aircraft
The Sukhoi Design Bureau was tasked in 1969 with developing a fourth-generation heavy fighter and thus
began the story of the Su-27, known to the western world as the Flanker--an aircraft which turned out to
be one of the most successful Soviet fighter designs. This book tells the story of how the original
project developed, how the final configuration of what was known as the T-10 was selected and why the
brave decision to scrap the original project and rework it as the T-10S was taken, a decision that
proved to be justified. The book covers the design and testing of the prototypes in both configurations,
the production entry of the basic Su-27 single-seat fighter and the Su-27UB two-seat combat trainer
together with the efforts of Sukhoi to keep them up to date with mid-life upgrades to Generation 4++'
(Su-35S) level. The operational histories of Su-27 versions including the Su-30/Su-34/Su-35 are also
described. When the Soviet Navy decided to bolster its fleet with carriers optimized for conventional
take-off and landing (CTOL) aircraft, Sukhoi responded by developing the Su-27K, which later entered
service as the Su-33, Russia's first operational CTOL shipboard fighter. These naval variants are
included in the book as is a chapter describing the story of how China purchased license manufacturing
rights for the Su-27 and went on to develop its own versions with indigenous avionics and weapons,
including the basic J-11 fighter and the J-15 Flying Shark--a clone of the Su-33. The post-Soviet
republics included, the Su-27/Su-30/Su-34/Su-35 family has seen service with nearly 20 nations,
including places as far apart as Vietnam, Malaysia, Ethiopia, Indonesia, Angola, India and Venezuela.
The book describes in depth the development and operational career of the Su-27 family, including midlife upgrades and the latest variants, and features detailed fleet lists. Richly illustrated with color
photographs, line drawings and color profiles of the various color schemes carried by the type, this is
the definitive work on a truly outstanding aircraft.

Mig-31 Foxhound
From the moment when the launching of HMS Dreadnought made every capital ship in the world obsolete
overnight, we have been fascinated with these powerful surface combatants. Here Robert M. Farley looks
at the history and folklore that makes these ships enduring symbols of national power—and sometimes
national futility. From Arizona to Yamato, here are more than sixty lavishly illustrated accounts of
battleships from the most well-known to the most unusual, including at least one ship from every nation
that ever owned a modern battleship. Separate essays and sidebars look at events and lore that greatly
affected battleships.
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Foreign Assistance Legislation for Fiscal Years 1990-91: Review of proposed economic and
security assistance requests for Asia and the Pacific
A complete close-up of the Harrier II, in service with the RAF, US Marine Corps and the Italian and
Spanish Navy.Every aspect of the aircraft and the differences between the sub-types are included. 14
pages of cockpit (both single-seat and two-seat versions) are included. Action photos include seaoperations, air-to-air photography, operations in the Middle East and much more. A true reference with
over 400 photos!

Mikoyan MiG-17: Famous Russian Aircraft
This book takes a detailed and informed look at these awesome aeronautical achievements. Contains much
new material on the MiG-31, including a large amount of previously unpublished images. Includes scale
drawings of each.

Soviet Spyplanes of the Cold War
Lists all aircraft in current military use with the weapons they carry, their capabilities, and the
combinations of weapon load that can be carried in bomb bays or on hardpoints

Sepecat Jaguar
Eurofighter Typhoon
Originally conceived as a replacement for the famous MiG-21, changing priorities turned the MiG-23 into
a STOL fighter with variable-geometry wings that first flew in June 1967. After two years of testing,
the aircraft, codename Flogger, entered service in 1969. From then on development of the Flogger
proceeded along two parallel lines originally as a fighter/interceptor with a two-seat trainer variant
and later as a fighter/bomber which evolved into the MiG-27 used by the Soviet Air Force. This, in turn,
was progressively improved as the MiG-27D/MiG-27M and the MiG-27K. The MiG-23 family was widely
exported. New aircraft were supplied to the Soviet Union's Warsaw Pact allies and selected nations in
the Middle East, Africa and Asia. Later, second-hand machines were sold from CIS stocks to various parts
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of the world, which allowed the MiG-23 to remain active abroad longer than in Russia where singleengined combat jets had been phased out in 1997. The Flogger saw a good deal of action. Soviet
MiG-23MLDs were actively used in the Afghan War; elsewhere, the fighter variants saw action in Syria
(both in against Israel in the 1970s and in the Syrian Civil War), Libya, Iraq, Angola and Sudan. The
fighter-bombers also fought in Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya and Sri Lanka. This comprehensive book describes
the development and service history of all variants of these aircraft, featuring fleet lists and
numerous rare photos and color profiles.

Saab 37 Viggen
A close up of the MiG-31 Foxhound. The first publication offering this much of detailed photographs of
the Mach 3 Russian interceptor. Fuselage, landing gear, engine, wings and a unique close-up of the
cockpit (both front and aft cockpit) of the standard version of the Mig-31 and the modernized MiG-31BM.
Close-up of the weapons included, such as the R-33 and R-40 missiles, as well as the internal gun. The
only book available with so much detail of this impressive jet!

Encyclopaedia of Modern Aircraft Armament
Om udviklingen af Mikoyan og Gurevich (Mig) flyene fra I-200 prototypen, et propelfly som fløj første
gang den 5 april 1940 til MiG-9, som var et jetfly. Næsten samtidig blev Mig-15 udviklet, et 2.
generations jetfly, med swept Wings. Udviklingen af MiG-9 blev stoppet til fordel for videreudviklingen
af MiG-15

Air Defence in Northern Europe
A close up of the Saab 37 Viggen, including all versions; From the AJ-37 fighter to the two-seat Skoll
Viggen, the Recce version, the JA-37 Jagt Viggen and the Stor Viggen for electronic warfare. Includes
every deatil of the airframe, engine, cockpit (one and two-seat), landing gear, wheel bays, maintenance,
and a lot of action, including air-to-air photography done especially for this publication

Flight International
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The Battleship Book
A close up at the Jaguar, in service with the RAF, Armée de l'Air and Indian Air Force with over 250
photographs in 84 pages. Size: 240 mm x 240 mm, high quality paper. Every detail of the airframe,
cockpit, maintenance and action photograpy, covering all the types, including the maritime version of
the IAF Jaguar!

Mikoyan MiG-23 and MiG-27: Famous Russian AIrcraft
In 1986 Paul Crickmore's first groundbreaking book about the Lockheed SR-71 Blackbird was published. At
that time, the Cold War was at its height and the SR-71 was an integral element in securing crucial
intelligence from all parts of the globe. The highly sensitive nature of its missions couldn't be
compromised, and it wasn't until the end of the Cold War that the operational exploits of this
incredible aeronautical masterpiece could be openly written about. As time passed has more and more
information has come to light, with a vast number of official documents declassified and key military
figures able to talk openly about the Blackbird programme. Paul Crickmore has used these updated facts
to revise his previous history of one of the world's most iconic aircraft of all time, creating what
will surely be considered the definitive, timeless volume about the SR-71 Blackbird.

Dassault Mirage F1
The Mikoyan Design Bureau's first swept-wing jet fighter, the MiG-15 Fagot, which gained world fame (or
notoriety, depending on which side of the Iron Curtain you were on) after the Korean War, served as the
basis for a more refined model, the MiG-17 Fresco. No sooner had the MiG-15 entered production and
service than the designers decided to increase the wing sweep from 35 degrees to 45 degrees, initially
by way of experiment. The resulting aircraft showed higher performance than the MiG-15, exceeding Mach 1
in a shallow dive during a test flight, something the Fagot had been unable to do. Following its
production entry the MiG-17 was constantly improved, with Mikoyan developing a succession of production
and experimental versions. Firstly, an afterburning engine was fitted to improve performance. Secondly,
the increasingly frequent incursions by NATO reconnaissance aircraft, coupled with the knowledge that
the West was developing all-weather fighters, led the Soviet 'fighter makers' to develop a number of
radar-equipped interceptors. The all-weather versions of the MiG-17 proved to be the most successful and
some of them were cleared for production. Starting in the mid-1950s, the MiG-17P, MiG-17PF and MiG-17PFU
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(the latter version was armed with air-to-air missiles) were the most widespread interceptors in the
Soviet Air Defence Force for the nearly two decades. The MiG-17F day fighter was widely exported and saw
a good deal of fighting, receiving its baptism of fire in the Middle East where Egyptian Frescos were
pitted against Israeli Dassault Myst�re IVs. However, the type became really famous after the Vietnam
War where it successfully opposed the supersonic McDonnell F-4 Phantom II and other US aircraft. Being
displaced from first-line fighter service by more modern types, the MiG-17 and MiG-17F found use as a
fighter-bomber--both at home and abroad. The MiG-17F and MiG-17PF saw service with nearly all Warsaw
Pact nations, as well as many Asian and African countries and Cuba. The book fully describes the
MiG-17's development history and charts the type's combat operations in various major wars and local
conflicts. A separate chapter also compares the MiG-17 and its foreign counterparts and the book
concludes with details of MiG-17 fleets and operators worldwide. lllustrated with many unique photos,
color side views, line and cutaway drawings this latest addition to the Famous Russian Aircraft series
forms a details record of the type and will appeal to modelers and historians alike.

Russia's Military Strategy and Doctrine
Soviet Military Power
Firefox
This is the first English- language book to provide such detailed insight into the once highly secretive
world of Soviet military aircraft production, and into the elite MiG design bureau. The most thorough
and authoritative history of its kind ever published.

Mikoyan MiG-31
SR-71
Russia's Military Strategy and Doctrine is designed to educate Russia watchers, policymakers, military
leaders, and the broader foreign policy community about the Russian Armed Forces and security apparatus
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across the full spectrum of geographic, doctrinal and domain areas. Each chapter addresses a different
strategic-level issue related to the Russian military, ranging from naval and maritime doctrine, to the
role nuclear weapons play in its strategy, to cyber and electromagnetic warfare, to Moscow's posture in
the Arctic or the Black Sea, to the lessons its Armed Forces have learned from their ongoing operations
in Syria and eastern Ukraine. And each section of the book is written by one of the world's foremost
experts on that theme of Russia's military development. The key questions emphasized by this book
include "how Russia fights wars" and "how its experiences with modern conflicts are shaping the
evolution of Russia's military strategy, capabilities and doctrine." The book's value comes not only
from a piecemeal look at granular Russian strategies in each of the theaters and domains where its Armed
Forces may act, but more importantly this study seeks to present a unifying description of Russia's
military strategy as a declining but still formidable global power. Russia's Military Strategy and
Doctrine will be an essential reference for US national security thinkers, NATO defense planners and
policymakers the world over who must deal with the potential military and security challenges posed by
Moscow.

Mikoyan MiG-29 and MiG-35: Famous Russian Aircraft
Russian Tactical Aviation: Since 2001
A close up of probably the most famous French Delta ever: the Mirage III and the Mirage 5. Aircraft from
France, Switzerland, Belgium, Spain and many more countries are included. A unique view of the cockpit,
fuselage, wings, landing gear, avionics, engine and a lot of previously unseen action. Cockpit includes
single seat and two-seat versions. Perfect reference for detailing scale modelers as well!

Russia Military Aircraft
Flight Craft 8: Mikoyan MiG-31
An indispensable, up-to-date reference work detailing well over 100 of the world's most significant
airlines. Each entry details the history, current status, and future plans of the major passenger and
freight carriers worldwide.
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OKB MiG
The Tactical Aviation branch (FA – Frontovaya aviatsiya) has always occupied an important place in the
structure of the Soviet, and subsequently Russian, Air Force. In the 20-odd post-Soviet years the
Russian Air Force has been repeatedly reformed and in the course of the reforms the importance of
Tactical Aviation has risen. The brief military conflict with Georgia in August 2008 highlighted poor
organization of operations and in 2009 the customary air armies, air divisions and air regiments were
replaced by aviation bases. Much importance has attached to fleet renewal and upgrading of the Russian
Tactical Aviation capability. The Su-35S 'Generation 4++' single-seat fighter is entering full-scale
production and service. Deliveries of single-seat Su-27SM3 (a mid-life update) and two-seat Su-30SM and
Su-30M2 multi-role fighters are also underway. The Beriyev A-50 AWACS aircraft, which supports the
Tactical Aviation's air defense role, are also being updated. Production and deliveries of the Su-34
tactical bomber are continuing and for want of a next-generation attack aircraft, the Russian Air Force
is continuing to upgrade its Su-25 fleet--the latest Su-25SM3 is now in service. Much attention has been
paid to combat training. Exercises are being held more frequently than in the 1990s and in-flight
refuelling of various aircraft, including tactical bombers, is practiced on a much wider scale than
before, as are long-range flights by groups of fighters. The book, companion to the highly successful
Soviet Tactical Aviation, illustrates the current state of the Russian Air Force's tactical aviation as
well as its recent history in various overseas conflicts. Details are given of the aviation bases
(units), their locations and the principal types currently in service. Russian Tactical Aviationis
illustrated throughout with many previously unpublished photos, including air-to-air shots during recent
Russian Force exercises, as well as color profiles of Russian tactical aircraft and helicopters operated
by various aviation bases.
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